WORKING STUDENT - BRAND SOLUTIONS
The opportunity
Become a part of Zalando’s mission to build one of the world’s top tech brands by joining our
team as a working student. This is a job where you will be challenged on a daily basis. You are
encouraged to bring your own ideas with you and to think outside the box. You will support our
Operational Team by working closely with our brands and internal stakeholders. In addition to
that you can even develop and execute your own projects from end-to-end. How cool is that?

What we are looking for
You are currently an enrolled student majoring in technology, (marketing, business...)
Excellent communication skills with a results-oriented approach to what you do
Self-starters who dive into projects and see them through to the end
Fluency in written and spoken English; other languages are a plus
You are available appr. 20 hours per week

Your responsibilities
As part of a dedicated team you are responsible for the support of our Content
Management System and other inhouse products
You work very closely with our brands and internal stakeholders
You may also support the team to improve the tools and the processes
Together with our technical specialists you look for error analysis and the
documentation process

What you can expect from us
To learn more than you ever thought possible, about a variety of topics related to the
nuts-and-bolts of Brand Solutions
Colleagues who are strategic, transparent, supportive and encouraging - we like and help
each other get things done
An international, diverse, stimulating work environment that’s buzzing with activity and
ideas
Cool office atmosphere in the heart of Berlin
Honest and helpful feedback
Insight into team-building and project management
Fun!

About Zalando
Zalando is Europe’s leading online fashion platform, doing business in 15 markets. Delivering
first-class shopping experiences to our +15 million customers requires moving fast - with
microservices, Agile processes & autonomous teams - and using cutting edge, open source
technologies. We are passionate about what we do and have fun while doing it. And we are
willing to experiment and make mistakes: It’s how we grow.

Want to join us? Then go ahead and apply!
If you need guidance or have any questions about our recruiting and hiring processes, please
contact recruiter Emily Nguyen at quynh.nhu.nguyen@zalando.de

